
September 2017 Newsletter 

September Friday 1 Start of exhibition- sitters duties for all participating artists 

 Tuesday 5 

Monthly meeting – Interactive demonstration by Karin Davel freehand 
one vanishing point perspective drawing- bring with A4 paper, pen and 
ruler- Gayle to collect Artsauce sketchbook finished projects to deliver to 
Di to exhibit 

 Sunday 10 End exhibit- collect unsold work 1.30pm 

October Tuesday 3 
Monthly meeting – Skye from Italian Art Shop presentation of new 
products available on the market 

November Tuesday  7 
Donna McKellar slide show presentation of her painting thought process 
and techniques 

December Tuesday 5 
Year end celebration. In house competition and evaluation by Jenny 
Merritt 

Monthly Meeting: At Milnerton Bowls Club 1st Tuesday of every month excluding January, from 18h45 to start the 
demo/presentation promptly at 7pm. Members R10, Visitors R20 and students R10 entry. Tea & coffee & 
refreshments before we start. Thanks as always to our dedicated committee members and helpers. 
 
Two local preschools for the underprivileged will be receiving our annual donation of stationery and art products and 
they have asked for any old school shirts to be donated to use as ‘art aprons’.  Remember to bring your old art items 
that you no longer use, to our monthly meetings and pop them in our outreach box. Thanks to those who have done 
so already. These are distributed to needy organisations and individuals to help encourage those budding artists 
without the tools of the trade, to achieve their artistic potential. 
 
Please like us on Facebook and check out our website http://blaauwbergartsociety.org/ which is 
updated by Lesley Milne regularly- she can be contacted regarding lessons at 
lesleymilne@yahoo.com. Make use of our wonderful library, manned by Vera Van Der Molen, for 
interesting books, magazines and DVD’s and if you are able to assist her between 6.15pm and 7pm 
with the library please contact her on windmills@telkomsa.net.   
Hope the Art Sauce Sketchpak Projects are going well. You have until end of September to submit 
them for display to Di at Art Sauce. Have loads of fun and remember that is good discipline to draw 
everyday. Practise always improves your skill. Lovely to see works on Facebook of artist’s entries 
(town@artsauce.co.za ) 62 Roeland Street CT, Tel 021 4610885.   

Workshops: Lynne  Menge  Acylic/texture 

workshop creating an artwork using mixed 
media ideas was well attended on 12 August. 
She showed us how to make our own texture 
paste using talcum powder, cold glue and 
white acrylic paint.  
The next workshop with Sonja Frenz on the 

16th of September at the 
Portuguese Club 10 
Donegal Street in Rugby 
from 9am till 2pm, will 
be a still life of a copper 
pot in oils. Contact Dot to book a spot for R350. 
dpickett@netactive.co.za  
Plain air outing  Sunday 1 October 9am till early 
afternoon at the Hillcrest Quarry –Durbanville. To 
share lifts contact Gayle 0723755657 
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Monthly Meeting: Interactive Presentation about perspective by Karin Davel.  
What intrigues Karin is the story of everyday life- the moments of joy, sadness and 
wonder. She captures this through the use of continuous line, tone and colour. 
Wherever she goes, she sketches people, animals and buildings mostly with pen 
and often these impromptu images form the basis of works of art done freehand 
with her sewing machine or she does mono-prints in oil and acrylic.  
 
Karin feels that as life is so diverse, various mediums and techniques are needed to 
capture the mood of different subject matter; therefore she works with a wide 
range of materials. She loves to draw and paint, but has also done large sculpture 
pieces, textile and logo design, illustration work and she makes large light boxes 
using enamel paint on Perspex into which she engraves detail.  
 
Karin obtained a Fine Art degree from the University of Pretoria in 1980. 
In 2000 she and her family moved from Centurion to Hilton, KZN. She 
ran art classes at her home studio and taught Art at various high schools, 
the most recent being St. Annes’s College (2002-2010) and the Midlands 
Academy (2015). Karin also ran their guesthouse, Oakhaven, in Hilton. 
 
In 2010 she opened her own gallery, Art & Soul, in the Natal Midlands, 
which operated until their move to Cape Town in 2015 where she has since joined various art societies that enables 
her to exhibit her work and get to meet like-minded people. She and her husband live in the beautiful Glencairn 
Heights.  
Karin believes that once an artist understands perspective it gives them the freedom to experiment with their 
creativity.  As artists we mostly work on a 2 dimensional / flat surface (it has width and length), so we need to create 
an illusion of the 3rd dimension, depth.  
Possible methods that can create this illusion are: 1.Through the placement of colour – cool and dark colours 

normally recede, while warm and light colours advance. Close 
up objects will be drawn with natural / local colours, while far 
off objects’ colour will be affected by the atmosphere, eg. 
Mountains look purple from a distance.  2. Texture will be 
simulated in the foreground (areas close to the bottom of the 
picture space), but not so much in the far distance. 3. Through 
variation of the size of objects and where in relation to the 
bottom of the picture space, they are placed. 4. Through line 
perspective: One Vanishing Point Perspective…and two 
vanishing points perspective. Karin focused on line perspective 
for this presentation.  
 

What is the difference between one and two point vanishing perspective principles? The viewpoint differs! One 
Vanishing Point is where the eyes of the observer is- so, if it is placed low in a picture space, it means the observer 
was probably sitting, so little of the top surfaces of objects will be visible. If it is higher, the observer was quite 
possible standing, so more of the top surfaces will be visible. If the inside of a room is seen from a very high point, 
the observer is probably on a mezzanine level…or some such structure. 1. All the sides of objects (the uprights; the 
corner lines of the room…) are Vertical Lines. 2. All front and back edges of objects (all the lines indicating Width!) 
must be drawn parallel to the bottom and top edges of a paper / canvas: Horizontal. 3. All side edges of objects are 
drawn toward the Vanishing Point – they are mostly the lines that run at a diagonal angle! 
 
Two Vanishing Points: One of the four corners of the object is at a lower level than the other three. The object does 
not stand parallel to the picture space’s bottom / top edges. Start drawing the object from this point. Draw the two 
bottom edges of the object according to the angles you observe towards two vanishing points that are of your own 
choice, These two points are normally wider than 90 degrees from one another. However, remember that the 
further the points are placed from the object that you are drawing, the least the shape of it will be distorted. (Tip: if 
you place our paper or canvas flat on a table surface then a piece of string can be secured with Prestic (to the table 
top) to each of the vanishing points that are outside the picture space, creating a pivot point on each side – the 
DEPTH lines can then be drawn along the string held taut.) Especially small objects need to be drawn using this 



method. Only the HORIZON line is horizontal! The 2 vanishing points will be on this line when you are drawing a 
building. Using this principle will ensure that various objects drawn in one picture, will have the same viewpoint. 
REMEMBER: Vertical lines indicate heights. Diagonal lines indicate depth. Closer means bigger. Further is smaller. 
Many diagonal lines can be drawn from each vanishing point to create a fan-like structure along which all the depth-
lines required to draw your object, can be drawn…eg. To write a name on a book.  
Karin is arranging for Gauteng artist, Erika van Zyl to give a workshop at Simonstown library from 4th-6th November. If 
you wish to participate in this 3 day event for R2 020 p/p, please contact Karin at Karin.davel@telkomsa.net  
 

Upcoming meeting: 3 October: Skye from Italian Art Shop will be doing a presentation of new art products 
on the market- she will have some for sale so if you are interested please bring with cash. Linda from 
Artland will also give a quick talk about their canvases.  
7 November: Artist Donna McKellar will do a slide show presentation about the thought processes and 
techniques involved in creating an artwork. 
5 December: In house competition and evaluation by Jenny Merrit, Social 
with eats provided by BASE and hand over of donation to Pre-school 
If you are interested in our beautiful new logo embroidered onto a cap or a T-shirt 

contact Hanelie 0845958949. R50 logo only- supply own T-shirt or cap. Cap with 

logo: R120, Golf T-shirt with logo R200.  

Exhibition: Tableview Shopping Centre 1 -10 

September Well done to all 33 of our members brave enough 

to take part. You can be very proud of yourselves. 30 artworks 

sold.  

Copyright infringement and plagiarism guide for 

artists (written by Lesley Milne) Copyright 

infringement is the use of works protected by copyright law 

without permission, infringing certain exclusive rights granted to the copyright holder, such as the right to 

reproduce, distribute, display or perform the protected work, or to make derivative works. 

This means that you cannot use someone else’s photographs or images as a reference for your painting.  You have to 
buy the use of the photograph or image from the original owner or get written authorization to use the photograph 
or image from the original owner before you can use it in a painting. 
 
Here is an example of copyright infringement: 
Left: Photographer Dennis Morris - 1994 John Lydon, Destroyed    
Right: portrait depicting Sex Pistols singer John Lydon created by Elizabeth 
Peyton 
In 2014 Elizabeth Peyton settled out of court, admitting to using Morris’s 
photographs without permission 

Plagiarism is the "wrongful appropriation" and "stealing and publication" 
of another author's "language, thoughts, ideas, or expressions" and the 
representation of them as one's own original work. This means that you 
cannot take someone else’s ideas and use them in your own artwork. 
Here is an example of plagiarism: 
Left:  “Selfish,” 2006 painting by artist Wenqing Yan, 20, of Monrovia, 
Calif., (www.yuumei.deviantart.com) 
Right: 'Stolen Wings," by Kasey Bowman 
Kasey won an award for her painting which was later revoked when it 
was shown to be a copy of another artist’s work. 
 
Many artists don’t realize that they need permission from 
photographers if they use somebody else’s photograph as reference for 
a painting. When an artist uses a photograph for reference, the painting 
or artwork is called a derivative work. While the artist can maintain 
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some ownership over their own work, they first need permission from the original photographer to use the photo 
for reference. 
If you are a portrait artist, or figure artist, and you plan on selling works of art using somebody else’s likeness, you 
will need a model release in order to sell the work, and in many cases you will need a model release in order to enter 
juried art shows. The reason is that the person being painted has certain rights about their own likeness, and just 
because a model sits for you, as a photographer or artist, does not mean that model assigned reproduction rights, or 
copy rights to you. That needs to be an explicit contract between the model and the artist or photographer, which 
includes a model release form. 

You can read the South African copyright law here: 
http://www.nlsa.ac.za/downloads/Copyright%20Act.pdf  
and the amendments here: 
http://libguides.wits.ac.za/ld.php?content_id=32174808 
 
Copyright, plagiarism and appropriation are terms that overlap.  To avoid 
unpleasant legal issues it is safer and preferable to use you own reference 
material ie photos, ideas etc.    
When your style is similar to another artist even more care must be taken 

to avoid being accused of copying. 
Very similar visual images that could be a cause of some hot  
debate for example Picasso legend portrait de dora maar and  Emma Khammaneechan-portrait of a friend 
 
Here you can see Van Gogh influence but the artist has used 

it on a different subject and in a different way. Starry Night- 

Vincent van Gog. Lauren Bacall's Portrait. Van Gogh Style, is 

a painting by Maciej Mackiewicz.  

Last word: Try to take your own photos and work from life 

as much as possible, Inspiration is all around us. I am sure 

that you will encourage this beautiful creative being you 

have inside you to show how unique you really are.  

 

Your 2017 membership card will allow you to claim a 5% discount at Creative Atelier in Durbanville   

Creative Arts Atelier, 44 Oxford Street, Durbanville   

021 975 5373 sonjafrenz@gmail.com 

and  a 10% discount from Deckle Edge who 

are running  a promotion in store for the 

month of September where if you make a purchase 

for R150 you can enter and stand a chance to win a 

Deckle Edge gift voucher to the value of R500.00 

 

We encourage any of our members who teach art to stand up at our monthly meetings and introduce yourself 

–  your name, area where you offer lessons and which medium, as we have many enquiries from potential 

students and this will allow them to approach you after the meeting for more details. 
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